
Matt issues I need to address

1. Regan - outreach today, the final decision can be moved until next week,
NON-Negotiable, be a team player, will not be involved in every discussion,
constructive feedback WELCOME, the DRAMA has to scale down. SPECIFIC to
director of development,

2. Speaking points for OLR on Monday- ALL the success of how this issue has been
mainstream, a complete overreaction of the federal government.  NO ONE knew
how to handle this, no group of governors or people who could say “I GOT IT
RIGHT” so we have struggled for a year and a half on the imperfect policy. Each
decision takes away right… big corporations across the country became worse
actor than the federal government. The federal government paid the way for them
to be the bad actor. Corporations are doing the dirty work. then encouragement …
finally government stands up and says enough is enough. NOBODY has the right
answer, no one has the right solution, but we have to begin somewhere. We have
to provide protections for e individual. They changed the rules, CORPORATIONS
CHANGED THE RULES, capitalism is built on the idea of a free market. The US is a
capitalist-based economy but over time we have allowed a referee to deice that
capitalism sometimes does work and needs to be adjusted. If we lose ⅓ of our
workforce for standing up for what they believe in, the capitalist would collapse,
the government should not allow corporations to impact our economy. (WE
WOULD LOVE the opportunity to have another special session. We are working
with the governor’s office and legislative office to find a solution for employment
mandates) POINT TO THE DEMOCRATS on running out the clock on legislation.
The effort to get a  bill out, great progress, great support, we were working
through the divisive issue, they inserted themselves into the caucus: EVERY
republican was engaged: EXCEPT SELIGER!!!!

PLUG THE DECEMBER 11th event
3. Speaking points for presentation on Movember 20thJoAnn Fleming
4. Policy Director, is the job description on the right path? I would like to finalize the

description and promote it as appropriate. What does that look like? (Cody Jordan
Might be interested. John Cyrier is not seeking reelection, his COS might be interested
although he has a family so I think lack of benefits could prevent moving away from the
state) Have talked to Terese Beckmeyer, JoAnn Flemming, Matt Posey (COS for Cook),
Jake Robinson (COS for Tinderholt), Jeremy Newman (THSC)

5. December 11th event, where are we at?

Zip recruiter,

TALK TO STEVE, how do yall feel about the 3rd session, how do you feel about a 4th? We have
considered putting a call out for a 4th but wanted your feedback.
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